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A customer is planning an upgrade from a z9 EC to a z10 EC E40. They find that only two 
power sockets are available but four power feeds are listed as required. Which of the 
following should be recommended? 

A. Submit an RPQ to change the requirement to two power feeds only. 
B. Go with two power feeds. The z10 reliability is very high and the model E40 can, in fact, 
function with two power feeds, so the loss of redundancy is not a problem. 
C. Evaluate the trade-offs between loosing power feed redundancy and the installation of 
two additional feeds. 
D. Install two additional power feeds. 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 40 
A customer is currently running a z10 BC. The customer is concerned because the machine 
is at 95% utilization and response time is suffering. Which of the following actions meets 
this customer issue? 

A. Discuss an upgrade to a z10 EC 
B. Discuss the addition of an extra CP to the z10 BC 
C. Run and discuss the results of the IBM Health Checker for z/OS  
D. Discuss adding another z10 BC server 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 41 

What is the best response when the Data Center Manager complains to you about the end of 

life of their current Tandem Non-Stop system that runs their ATM and Point of Sale (POS) 

Networks?
 

A. Contact the IBM Banking Center of Excellence to learn about a new offering with ACI 
BASE24- eps on System z. 
B. Schedule a conference call to discuss porting their existing UNIX application on 
Tandem to UNIX System Services on z/OS. 
C. Contact the Watson Research Lab for information on the Bank of the 21 St Century that 
runs on the IBM Virtualization Engine 
D. Call your Techline FSS specialist to perform a sizing on moving the Tandem workload 
to System z.  
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Answer: A 

QUESTION: 42 
A customer has several System z servers and plans to add capacity to those systems. Which 
of the following actions should the System z Technical Specialist first pursue? 

A. Prepare a configuration for each upgrade based upon customer expectations and CP3000 
B. Present a solution including zIIP and zAAP processors 
C. Present a solution based upon current sales promotions . 
D. Prepare solution including consolidation of servers 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 43 
An installed System z customer has hired a new IT Director with a strong Sun background. 
The new Director is very interested in discussing z10 virtualization and contrasting it with 
his knowledge of Sun Containers. Which of the following is considered an advantage of 
z10's virtualization as compared to Sun Containers? 

A. z10 virtualization requires and utilizes z/VM and Performance Toolkit 
B. z10 virtualization is hardware implemented and does not require software or firmware. 
C. z10 virtualization supports multiple operating systems, versions and release levels 
simultaneously. 
D. z10 virtualization is less expensive to implement for a single virtual image compared to 
Sun Containers 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 44 
A customer has a Power Systems 570 and an IBM z990 currently installed. They are 
interested in using a large number of LPARs to replace older non-IBM servers running 
Linux. The customer technical staff asks the System z Technical Specialist why the work 
should be on the Power System 570 instead of the System z. Which of the following 
addresses this question? 
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A. z990 does not support multiple copies of Linux 
B. Power Systems 570 resources are less expensive 
C. z990 requires the use of VM for running Linux guests 
D. Power Systems 570 can support more LPARs than the z990 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 45 
A z/OS customer is trying to decide whether to acquire a used z990 or a new z10 EC and 
use the MIDAW Facility. What risk will the customer need to consider on the z990? 

A. z/OS 1.6 is not supported 
B. MIDAW requires FICON  
C. MIDAW requires z/VM 
D. MIDAW Facility is not supported 

Answer: D 
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